
SAFE-2
-The  Hellberg Safe-2 system can attach to most hardhats that have mounting slots. If your 
hardhat does not have a mounting slot you may be able to attach our “QUICK-SLOT” as a 
substitute.

            Quick-slot (part#29901)

-There are two options for attaching the Hellberg visor holder to your hardhat.

1. Every Hellberg cap mount earmu� is designed to accept the arm of the visor holder.

    Visor                             Visor Holder                     Cap mount
                                             (part#20901-010)         (part#42003-001)

2. Instead of the Cap mount earmu�, you can use a Hellberg Attachment Post (part#29904-001) to
    accept the visor arm. This is ideal when no hearing protection is required or if the user is wearing 
    ear plugs instead of earmu�s.

      Visor             Visor Holder                     Attachment Post
             (part#20901-501)     (part#29904-001)
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     Selection Guide
-Straight or Low Peak Visor Holder

                                                                        FIRM ADJUSTMENT
-Standard or FLEX Visor Holder

Product:      Standard Straight   Standard Low Peak       FLEX Straight          FLEX Low Peak         Quick-Slot       Attachment Post
Part #:                20901-001                  20901-010                   20901-501                20901-510                  29901                29904-001
Weight:             45g/1.59oz                 45g/1.59oz                  56g/1.98oz               56g/1.98oz             26g/0.92oz          19g/0.67oz
Materials
       Bracket
       Holder:
              Side
           Arms:
   Flex Seal:

“UP” OR “DOWN” THE VISOR 
HOLDER STAYS WHERE YOU

PUT IT!

Choose a Low Peak holder when
the helmet has “cut-out” for
earmu�s or when the slot is

placed above the helmet brim.

Using a Straight holder on a
“cut-out” helmet will make the

visor tilt towards the chin, 
making it uncomfortable to

wear.

Choose a Straight holder on
helmets without “cut-outs” or

when the slot is placed aligned
with the helmet brim.

As seen in the photos, the
di�erence between the Standard

and FLEX holder is the amount
of sealing provided.

The Standard holder will make a
good choice in application 

such as general industry and
construction etc.

The FLEX holder prevents rain,
sawdust and other particles from
falling down between the visor

and helmet brim making it a
perfect choice for forestry, mining,
food processing, petro chemical,
etc... The extra rubber part may

also provide a good �t of the visor
for short or no brim and full-brim

helmets.

 ABS             ABS          ABS     ABS

PA 66            PA 66        PA 66   PA 66

  -----              -----          TPE     TPE

PA 66      PA 66
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